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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATION AT 45-53 WEST STREET, BEDMINSTER, BRISTOL - 2005 DONNA YOUNG & ANDREW YOUNG WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM ELAINE MORRIS, JANE TIMBY, ALEJANDRA GUTIÈRREZ, LORRAIN HIGBEE, MALIN HOLST, SARAH NEWNS and KATE GRIFFITHS



SUMMARY A staged programme of archaeological investigations culminating in area excavation was undertaken during 2005 prior to residential development at 45-53 West Street, Bedminster in Bristol (Fig. 1). Four periods of structural activity ranging in date from the prehistoric period through to the 21st century provided significant new information on the origins and development of settlement in this part of Bedminster. The 2nd-4th centuries AD date for the Romano-British agricultural settlement demonstrated there was no direct continuity between this and the preceding phase of late Iron Age occupation. Thereafter, activity again diminished until the medieval period, when an extensive soil accumulated during the 12th and 13th centuries indicating the area was once more being used for agriculture. Postmedieval development commenced during the 18th century when much of the site was occupied by the former Bedminster Poorhouse (Etheridge 2005). Successive modern residential and industrial developments followed during the 19th and 20th centuries. These included the construction and operation of a limekiln in the 19th century and subsequent erection of a brewery and associated chemical works later that same century. The chemical works operated until the 1960s when some buildings were demolished and the remainder converted for use initially as warehousing and finally as garages and workshops.



excavation with subsequent watching brief carried out immediately in advance of residential development on the site by Linden Homes Western Limited. A desk-based assessment (Burchill 2003) and trial excavation restricted to the former garage forecourt on the West Street frontage (BaRAS 2004) had been undertaken prior to the 2005 project. The 2004 trial excavation revealed the ground level on the frontage had been reduced to the underlying geology effectively destroying any potentially significant archaeological deposits. The 2005 trial excavation was specifically designed to target those areas not previously evaluated, particularly given the discovery of extensive and significant evidence of multi-period archaeological activity during recent excavations on the adjacent former Mail Marketing International site (Young 2003 and Young and Young this volume). The 2005 trial excavation confirmed the standing buildings originally were erected as part of the Albert Chemical Works established in 1878 (Etheridge 2005) and had undergone two main phases of repair and remodelling, firstly as warehousing during the period 1950-1966 and latterly as garages and workshops post-1970. The buildings in the northeast of the site had been erected over a 19th century limekiln first mapped by Ashmead in 1855 (Etheridge ibid). Elsewhere within the development footprint, a series of Romano-British ditches and gullies pointed to agricultural settlement during the 3rd and 4th centuries AD, whilst a small collection of residual pottery sherds indicated unspecified medieval activity in the vicinity. In view of the importance of these features and their probable association with the multi-period archaeological activity recorded on the adjacent Mail Marketing International site, an area excavation encompassing some 800 square metres was undertaken over the rear of the development footprint during November and December 2005 (Figs. 1 and 2).



BACKGROUND TO THE EXCAVATION A brief summary of the historical background for West Street and the wider Bedminster area is included in the report on the excavations at the neighbouring Mail Marketing International premises (Young and Young this volume) and is not repeated here. For further detail, please see also Burchill 2003, Etheridge 2005 and Corcos 2010. This report concerns the results of a staged programme of archaeological investigations in 2005 on a small plot of land lying at c. 23.0m aOD on the southern side of West Street, at nos. 4553, and centred on O.S. Nat. Grid ST 5823 7125 (Fig. 1), where the site-specific geology comprises Mercia Mudstones with weathered surface exposures of red-brown and grey-green clays (Mojabi 2002). The 2005 works encompassed standing building recording, trial excavation and area



THE EXCAVATION Period I: Prehistoric (Late Iron Age) Prehistoric activity was limited to a pair of intercutting gullies (F703 and F705, Fig. 2) that cut isolated remnant soil 711 in the east of the area. Gully F703 yielded several conjoining sherds from a late Iron Age jar (SF12, Fig 7.1) whilst further
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residual sherds of similar date (Fig. 7.2) and a few flints were scattered over the area.



ditch and structure had fallen out of use by the early 4th century, when an accumulation of soil over much of the site (529) suggested it had reverted to agricultural use, probably as part of a large field. A cluster of four pits (F556, F607, F671 and F676, Figs. 6.3, 6.6 and 6.7) located in the east of the site was possibly used for rubbish disposal away from the focus of settlement. Mineralised plant and insect remains indicated the presence of human faecal material in pit F556 suggesting it had been used as a latrine.



Period II: Romano-British (later 2nd – early 4th centuries) There was no direct evidence of continuous occupation from the late Iron Age, but the perpendicular alignment of the Romano-British ditches, apparently respecting the earlier gullies, suggested some continuity in the organisation of the landscape from the prehistoric period. Four phases of Romano-British activity were evident; the accumulation of an extensive soil layer (579) sealing the prehistoric features represented an initial phase of low intensity activity. The soil subsequently was truncated by two parallel enclosure or boundary ditches (F800 and F801, Figs. 2, 3, 6.2, 6.7 and 6.8) opened in the centre and west of the site during the late 2nd or early 3rd centuries. Some spatial reorganisation of the landscape was evident later in the 3rd century, by which time ditches F800 and F801 had silted up. The central boundary line was redefined with the cutting of ditch F802, partly truncating the original ditch (F800, Figs. 2, 3, 6.7 and 6.8), whereas the western boundary was abandoned and ditch F801 left to become entirely infilled. Rather a possible earthfast timber structure partly defined by two intercutting slots or gullies (F554, and F803, Fig. 6.5) was sited close to the position of the former boundary ditch. Both



Period III: Medieval (12th – 16th centuries) Evidence for medieval activity was restricted to the accumulation of an extensive soil (559) over the southern two-thirds of the site and to the truncated remnants of two possible pits (F694 and F528, Fig. 2) dating to the 12th/13th centuries in the extreme west. Period IV: Post-medieval (18th century) A small collection of 18th century artefacts was recovered from made ground (581) sealing the medieval soil, whilst a stone-lined cesspit (F575) yielded a significant pottery assemblage dating to the mid-18th century (Figs. 9-11). Further similar sherds were also retrieved from the waterlogged clay fills of a perpendicular rectilinear trench of indeterminate function (F574) sited nearby (Fig. 2).
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Period V: Modern (19th – 21st centuries) Extensive modern activity comprising four phases spanning the late 18th/early 19th to 21st centuries was recorded over the site. The site was more intensively occupied during the late post-medieval/early modern transition (late 18th and early 19th centuries) when a mortared sandstone building with cellar (F806, Figs. 2, and 6.1) was erected in the extreme south. Very little of the building superstructure survived save for an isolated masonry remnant (F706) incorporated in a later wall that had been founded within the infilled cellar. Parish plans of Bedminster dated to c. 1786 and to 1827 and 1831 (Etheridge 2005, figs. 4-6) suggested the cellar and associated building adjoined the rear of the 18th century Bedminster Poorhouse formerly situated on the West Street frontage. Neither the parish plans, nor the later (1841) tithe plan (ibid, fig.7), however, revealed evidence of a contemporary structure represented by the disturbed remnants of a second sandstone masonry wall (F586) constructed to the northeast. The wall lay on the same orientation as the cellar and was sealed with waste quicklime from a limekiln established during the subsequent phase of activity. Several cut features also dating to the late 18th and early 19th centuries were scattered over the site. These included two parallel trenches (F570 and F566) and a series of pits of indeterminate function, some intercutting (F535 and F536), and others filled with soil and rubble (F569; F691 and F715).



The mid-19th century saw the construction and use of a limekiln (F807, Figs. 2 and 4) depicted on Ashmead’s 1855 and 1874 plans of the city (Etheridge 2005, figs.8 and 9) and the resulting deposition of extensive areas of waste quicklime (808) over the north and east of the site. Parts of an associated raised walkway (F809) were preserved alongside the kiln and a compacted working surface (F721) sealed with residue (620) remained to the front where the fuel would have been loaded and the ash raked out. Post settings (F621 and F717) at either edge indicated that the working surface and possibly also the kiln were covered. Remnants of retaining walls (F617 and F631) for the limekiln were incorporated in later masonry on the eastern site boundary. Elsewhere over the site, little evidence of contemporary activity was recorded. The earlier 19th century building erected to the south may still have been in use, as it is unclear whether the building was demolished and the cellar infilled before the middle years of the century (Figs. 2 and 5). Likewise, it is uncertain whether two substantial rectilinear pits (F562 and F810, Figs. 2 and. 6.4) were opened during this or the preceding phase, although a thick lime deposit lined one side of pit F562 suggesting it had been filled while the limekiln was in use. Both pits yielded significant quantities of mixed 18th and 19th century pottery types, the latest of which were first produced during the 1840s. The lack of characteristic late Victorian products in the assemblages suggests the pits were opened and filled before the limekiln
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southeastern and northeastern walls as extant structures defining the site boundary and recorded during the preceding standing building survey (walls F403 and F404, Young 2005). Their location and slightly skewed alignment to that of the chemical works (F811) suggested that the foundations of buildings F804 and F805 (Figs. 2 and 5) preserved in the west of the site were parts of the brewery and complex of ancillary structures erected in the area between the two. Early editions of the Ordnance Survey coverage for the area (1890-1950, Etheridge 2005, figs. 1014) clearly depict the evolving pattern of buildings erected on the site. That some of these structures were modified or abandoned over the history of the site is evident from buildings F804 and F805, as both subsequently were razed to the ground. Building F804 was abandoned, the foundations of its northwestern wall destroyed during the sinking of a well partly lined with modern machine-cut brick (F538), a second well lined with mortared sandstone (F908) was recorded to the southwest during the subsequent watching brief. In contrast, building F805 continued in use in a modified form, at least partly rebuilt in brick (F505) and possibly incorporating the brick-lined manhole (F521) that butted the southwestern face of the earlier foundation masonry and was sealed by the newlylaid internal flagged floor (507). The chemical works building (F811) appeared unchanged externally throughout this period, but was modified internally with the addition of a brick fascia (F722) to the southwest wall and concrete floor (600) sealing the earlier flags (599). Several modern service trenches (F503; F509; F530; F553; F558; F628; F654; F664), some associated with the founding of the chemical works and brewery and others with its subsequent usage, were recorded at locations over the site alongside a number of modern cuttings of



Fig. 3 Intercutting Romano-British ditches F800 and F802 viewed from the north, scales 2m x 1m x 1m fell out of use. The form of pit F810 was somewhat curious, as it appeared to incorporate a series of possible postholes at the sides of the cut, suggesting it may have accommodated a subsurface structure, or was covered when open. The stratigraphic relationships of an aceramic slot (F546) located immediately adjacent and to the south, truncating earlier trench F570 and partly destroyed by later building F804, suggested it to be a contemporary feature of indeterminate function. A second undated slot (F540) opened nearby and neighbouring larger trench or pit (F541) probably were also contemporary cuttings destroyed by subsequent activity on the site. Limekiln F807 must have been abandoned soon after Ashmead’s second survey was published (1874), as, by 1878, the Albert Chemical Works and associated brewery and ancillary structures opened on the site (Etheridge 2005). The chemical works building (F811, Fig. 2) was founded over the limekiln, the remains of which were sealed below made ground (601), surfaced with surviving remnants of the internal flagged floor (599) of the works. No other internal features survived, but all four external walls of the rectangular building were recorded, the foundations of the southwestern and northwestern walls exposed within the excavation area and the



Fig. 4 Mid-19th century limekiln F807 with compacted work surface F721 sealed with lime residue to the front viewed from the west
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inclusions. Five of the fabrics have also been identified in other later Iron Age pottery assemblages from previous excavations at West St (C1, C2, CQ1, GQ2, Vesic. 2). All of the fabrics could have been made from locally available resources (Kellaway and Welch 1948). Calcite-tempered Fabric Group C1: common to very common (20-30%), wellsorted, angular fragments of calcite, clearly displaying cleavage structure, measuring < 2mm with rare, subrounded, recrystallised fragments of calcite up to 3mm C2: common to very common (25-30%), moderately-sorted, angular calcite, < 4mm with the majority < 3mm, in a clay matrix containing rare (1-2%), rounded to subrounded quartz, < 0.8mm; coarser fabric than C1 C4: moderate (10-15%), angular, calcite temper, < 2mm, with sparse (3-5%), rounded, naturally occurring clay pellets, < 3mm and rare (1-2%), subrounded quartz, < 0.5mm C5: common (20%), well-sorted mixture of predominantly subangular to subrounded calcite with rounded iron oxides, micaceous siltstone and quartz, < 2mm; appears to have been derived from a type of gravel or sedimentary deposit.



Fig. 5 Overview of the excavation area showing the extant modern masonry structures viewed from the northwest, scales 2m x 1m indeterminate function (F561; F578; F630; F656) and one (F573) identified as an automobile inspection pit with concrete floor, the sinking of which partly destroyed the northeast foundation wall of building F804. By 1966 (Etheridge 2005, fig. 15), the chemical works and brewery had closed and the site had undergone major changes. This involved the demolition of some buildings, particularly in the west, and conversion of others, initially for warehousing and latterly as garages and workshops, some still in use in 2005.



Calcareous and Quartz Fabric Group CQ1: moderate (10-15%), well-sorted, angular to subangular calcite, < 1mm, in a clay matrix containing moderate (10-15%), moderatelysorted, subrounded to rounded, coarse to medium quartz, < 0.8mm



IRON AGE POTTERY Elaine L Morris



Grog-tempered and Quartz Fabric Group GQ2: moderate (10%), poorly-sorted, angular grog temper, < 4mm, in a clay matrix containing sparse (7%), subrounded to rounded, coarse to medium quartz, < 0.8mm and sparse (3%) angular to subangular calcite, < 2mmm.Quartz and



INTRODUCTION A total of 23 sherds (253 grammes) of handmade Iron Age pottery was recovered (Table 1). The sherds are in good condition with a mean sherd weight of 11 grammes and no examples of split sherd flakes, however two of the smallest sherds had been affected by acidic conditions at some time in their histories and are now vesicular in texture due to the loss of calcareous inclusions in their fabrics, probably due to leaching. None of the sherds displays decoration. The pottery was analysed and recorded following the current guidelines containing visual charts for standardisation and definitions of attributes recommended for the analysis and reporting of later prehistoric pottery in Britain (PCRG 1995; 1997), and improved where necessary. An Excel spreadsheet database of the detailed pottery attributes is available in the archive.



Calcite Fabric Group QC2: common (20-25%), subrounded quartz, < 0.8mm with the majority < 0.4mm, and sparse (5%), angular calcite inclusions, < 1.2mm; the infrequency of calcite suggests that it is not actually temper but the angularity suggests that it is deliberately added temper in contrast to the subrounded shape of the quartz. Vesicular-texture Fabric Group Vesic 2: very common (30%), angular vesicles, < 3mm; extremely similar to calcite-tempered fabric C2 Vesic 4: abundant (50%), rounded vesicles, < 1mm; most likely to have once been ooliths represented by these vesicles based on the uniformly rounded shape of the holes.



FABRICS Nine fabrics were identified; four contain calcite temper, two are vesicular, one is a calcitetempered fabric with a sandy clay matrix, one was grog-tempered into a quartz sand matrix, and one is a sandy fabric with a sparse amount of calcite



FORMS Two rim or vessel forms (R2 & R8, Fig.7.1-2) and one type of simple flat base (B1; not drawn) were
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Fig. 6 Selected section drawings identified in this modest assemblage. The R2 vessel is a type of Late Iron Age jar with a beaded rim and a high, softly rounded shoulder profile. This same vessel type was also recovered on the



west side of the Bristol-Severn Estuary region at Sudbrook, Llanmelin and Whitton (Spencer 1983, class A), Hills Flats, Magor Pill and Oldbury Flats (Allen 1998, fig. 4, 11, 15-16, 18), and at Lydney
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FEATURE TYPE ditch ditch pit soil layer ditch ditch ditch pit gully



CONTEXT



511 589 577 579 596 598 666 672 704 TOTAL



FABRICS C1 CT WT 2 45 1 6 1 10 1 14 5 75



C2 CT 1 1 1 6 9



WT 4 34 6 47 91



C4 CT WT 2 38 2 38



C5 CT WT 1 1 1 1



CT 1 1



CQ1 WT 5 5



GQ2 CT WT 1 20 1 20



QC2 CT WT 1 4 1 2 2 6



VESIC 2 CT WT 1 5 1 5



VESIC 4 CT WT 1 1 1 1



FORMS R2 R8 1 1



1 1



B1 1 1 2



GENERAL DATE OF FEATURE Roman (1st-3rd) Roman Roman 1st century AD Roman (3rd-4th) Roman (3rd-4th) Roman (3rd) Roman (3rd) Late Iron Age



Table 1 Distribution of Iron Age pottery types by sherd count Park where it is referred to as the bead-rimmed flowerpot and comfortably assigned to the first century BC to mid-first century AD based on the presence of a late La Tène II brooch (Wheeler and Wheeler 1932, 93-4, fig. 24, 1-4, 11). This jar type, found in sandy fabrics, belongs to the Cadbury Castle Ceramic Assemblage 9 dated to c100BCAD100 (Barrett, et al. 2000, 23, figs. 20, 10 & 15; 21, 1-2, 4, 6, 7, 9; 30, 2-4). The R8 vessel is a Middle-Late Iron Age form with a short upright rim similar to types from Middle-Late Iron Age activity at Blaise Castle (Rahtz and Brown 1958-9, fig. 37, 32) and Cadbury Castle ceramic assemblages 67 (Woodward 2000, types JB2, fig. 149, 3-5 & JB4.2, fig. 149, 3).



with limescale or burnt milk, pitting out of calcareous inclusions from the fabrics and carbonised residues or soot. Eight different vessels, based on variations in fabric type and location of recovery displayed evidence of use; all but one had also been burnished. The very high frequency of burnished surfaces is a cultural trait typical of the later Iron Age in this area. CONCLUSIONS The fabric types, shape of the identifiable jars, frequency of surface treatment and correlated evidence of use are all consistent with this small assemblage having been part of the larger assemblage of middle-late Iron Age domestic pottery from a settlement site identified at the



Fig. 7 The prehistoric pottery 1 Rim type R2; fabric type C2; burnished on exterior; unoxidised firing to exterior and core, oxidised on interior; 21% of 12 cm diameter rim present; SF12, context 704, gully 703 2 Rim type R8; fabric type C2; burnished on exterior; unoxidised firing to exterior and core, oxidised on interior; 10% of 12 cm diameter rim present; context 589, ditch 588.



SURFACE TREATMENT AND EVIDENCE OF USE A total of 17 sherds displayed evidence of burnishing, predominantly on the exterior surface with three of the sherds also having burnished interior surfaces. The latter are examples from bowls probably used to serve liquid contents while the former are more likely to have derived from closed form containers such as jars used to keep the moisture away from dry foods, to retain the moisture within pots, or as cookpots. One of the illustrated vessels (Fig. 7.2) is an example of a small diameter jar used as a cookpot. Evidence of use to support these interpretations comes from the correlated presence of burnishing on sherds



neighbouring Mail Marketing International site on West St, Bedminster (Young and Young this volume). ROMAN POTTERY Jane Timby INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY The archaeological work resulted in the recovery of 375 sherds of Roman pottery weighing 6.8 kg, of which 90 sherds came from the evaluation, the rest from the subsequent excavation. The sherds were of variable condition with some wellpreserved pieces with joining sherds and some more abraded sherds. The overall average sherd weight for this material was 18g. The Roman
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FABRIC CODE IMPORTS CGSAM REGIONAL DOR BB1 SOW BB1 OXF RS SAV GT SVW OX LOCAL/ BW1 UNKNOWN BWF BWFMIC CC1 GW1 GW2 GW3 GW4 GWG1 OXGR OXID1 OXID2



DESCRIPTION



No



% No



Wt



% Wt



EVE



% EVE



Central Gaulish Samian Dorset black burnished ware South west black burnished ware Oxfordshire colour-coated ware Savernake ware Severn Valley ware black sandy ware fine black sandy ware fine black micaceous ware colour-coated ware hard grey ware grey sandy ware Hard blue-grey sandy ware Black sandy ware with grog Grey ware with grog Oxidised ware with grog Oxidised hard sandy ware Coarse-tempered oxidised ware



4 66 1



1.1 17.6 0.3



132 1150 12



1.9 16.9 0.2



22 153 0



3.9 27.1 0.0



14 5 3 68 17 6 1 80 84 18 1 3 1 2 1



3.7 1.3 0.8 18.1 4.5 1.6 0.3 21.3 22.4 4.8 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.3



134 138 23 957 56 50 25 1386 1647 860 17 199 13 16 7



2.0 2.0 0.3 14.0 0.8 0.7 0.4 20.3 24.1 12.6 0.2 2.9 0.2 0.2 0.1



0 0 11 69 10 0 0 83 145 65 0 7 0 0 0



0.0 0.0 1.9 12.2 1.8 0.0 0.0 14.7 25.7 11.5 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0



375



100.0



6822



100.0



565



100.0



TOTAL



Table 2 Quantification of the Romano-British pottery fabrics Southwest Black Burnished Ware (ibid, 129, SOW BB1): a single bodysherd from a jar. Oxfordshire Colour-Coated Ware (ibid, 176 OXF RS): fourteen sherds were recorded including a beaker decorated with barbotine scroll and a bowl of Young (1977) form C45. Savernake Ware (ibid, 191, SAV GT): two sherds only, both from large jars. Severn Valley Ware (ibid 1998, 148, SVW OX): limited to just three sherds, two from tankards and one from an everted rim jar.



pottery was sorted macroscopically into fabrics based on firing colour and the main visible inclusions in the fabrics. Known or named regional or traded wares were coded using the National Fabric Reference Collection codes (Tomber and Dore 1998). More local or unsourced wares are coded specific to this assemblage. The assemblage was quantified by sherd count, weight and estimated (rim) vessel equivalence and the data entered onto an MS Excel spreadsheet, a copy of which is deposited with the site archive. Table 2 provides a quantified summary of the main wares identified.



Local/source unknown BW1: a hard black sandy ware with a red or grey core with red margins. At x20 magnification, the paste contains well-sorted sub-angular quartz < 0.5 mm and rare red iron. Vessels include jars, a lid (Fig. 8.5), plain rim dishes, flat (Fig. 8.6) and grooved rim bowls (Fig. 8.11) imitating DOR BB1 forms. BWF: a fine black ware with a smooth silky exterior. Very fine textured, very slightly micaceous paste with no visible inclusions. The only featured sherds are from a necked jar. BWFMIC: a very fine sandy, highly micaceous black ware. No featured sherds. CC1: a very fine, pale orange-buff fabric with an orange-brown colour-coat. Very fine, slightly micaceous paste with no other visible inclusions. A single bodysherd. GW1: a wheel made, hard, mid to dark grey wellfired greyware. The fabric has a slightly granular texture with no surface finish. At x20



DESCRIPTION OF FABRICS AND FORMS Imports Central Gaulish Samian: four sherds were recovered. Forms include cups of Dragendorff (Drag.) forms 33 and 80 and a large sherd of decorated bowl of Drag 37. All the sherds appear to be Antonine or later. Regional Dorset Black Burnished Ware (Tomber and Dore 1998, 127, DOR BB1): some 66 sherds of DOR BB1 were present, 3.7% by count of the assemblage. Vessels include jars with acute and oblique burnished lattice (Fig. 8.3), flat rim bowls, plain-rimmed dishes and flanged conical bowls. A very small dish from ditch 665 has a sooted interior suggesting it may have been used as a lamp (Figure 8.7). Typologically these forms span the 2nd through to the later 3rd-4th centuries.
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Fig. 8 Roman pottery GWG1: a moderately fine greyware with a sparse temper of sub-angular grog. Possibly a Savernake variant. The only featured form is a wheel made hooked rim jar. OXGR: orange-brown surfaces with a dark grey core. The fabric is hard and well fired with a slightly soapy feel. The paste contains a sparse frequency of sub-angular grog, occasional limestone and quartz sand. A single bodysherd. OXID1: a very hard mid orange fabric with a grey inner core. The paste has a slightly granular texture with a smooth burnished exterior. At x20 magnification, the paste contains a sparse scatter of well-sorted clear quartz grains in a clean matrix. Two bodysherds only. OXID2: a brick red fabric with matt surfaces. At x20 magnification, the paste contains a sparse temper of mixed and ill-sorted sub-angular grains, including quartz, flint, quartzite and a finegrained grey rock (?siltstone). The larger grains are up to 1.5-2 mm in size. A single bodysherd.



magnification, the paste contains an ill-sorted, sparse to common frequency of quartz grains, some up to 1 mm in size, but mainly finer. The matrix has a crystalline appearance. Vessels include necked jars (Figure 8.10), large bowls (Figure 00, 9) and flat rim bowls (Fig. 8.2). A single handle, probably from a jug was also recovered. GW2: a pale to mid grey, smooth fine greyware with a silky texture and slightly micaceous fabric. The core is often a lighter grey with darker margins. At x20 magnification, the paste contains a well-sorted scatter of very fine black grains (?iron), flecks of muscovite mica and rare grains of visible quartz. Vessels include necked jars, some decorated with a burnished lattice or chevron decoration (Figs. 8.4 and 8.8), flat rim bowls (Fig. 8.1) and a lid. GW3: a hard blue-greyware with a burnished exterior. A very hard, well fired, slightly micaceous fabric. At x20 magnification, the paste contains a common frequency of ill-sorted rounded quartz, both clear and opaque white grains, some up to 1mm in size but mainly finer, and some very fine calcareous inclusions, occasionally as voids. Vessels include jars with everted expanded rims, and flat rim bowls. One base is decorated with burnished line decoration. GW4: a black surface ware with sparse inclusions of grog. Probably a Savernake/ Wiltshire fabric. Represented by a single bodysherd.



DISCUSSION The Roman assemblage is extremely conservative with a modest range of fabrics largely dominated by local greywares. Continental traded wares are limited to four sherds of Samian, all from Central Gaul and representing 1% of the assemblage by count. Regional wares account for 23.7% of the total assemblage with Dorset black burnished ware taking the larger share at 17.6 %
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4 Sharply everted rim jar. Fabric GW2. Ditch 665 (666). 5 Lid. Fabric BW1. Ditch 512 (511). 6 Dropped flat rim bowl. Fabric BW1. Ditch 512 (511). 7 Small dish with a sooted interior. Fabric DOR BB1. Burnished line decoration. Ditch 665 (666). 8 Narrow necked jar with slipped exterior and burnished line decoration. Fabric GW2. Ditch 665 (666), SF 14. 9 Bowl with a rounded body and burnished interior. Fabric GW1. Ditch 588 (589). 10 Wide mouthed jar with burnished lattice decoration. Burnished exterior. Fabric GW1. Ditch 588 (589). 11 Grooved rim bowl. Fabric BW1. Ditch 588 (589).



by count. Other regional wares include Southwest Black Burnished ware, Oxfordshire colour-coated ware, Savernake ware and Severn Valley ware. Three fabrics dominate the local wares, fabrics BW1, GW1 and GW2 at 18%, 21% and 22% by sherd count respectively. Although not sourced, the fabrics probably come from the poorly documented North Somerset industries exemplified by the kilns at Congresbury. In terms of the vessel repertoire, the assemblage is dominated by jars, which account for 66.6% by EVE, followed by bowls/dishes at 27.8% and drinking vessels (cups, tankards) at 5.6%. This combined with the low proportions of imported ware shows a fairly typical profile for a ‘rural’ assemblage. In terms of date, the Roman assemblage appears to largely date from the mid-later 2nd through to the early 4th century. There does not appear to be any continuity through from the later Iron Age component, nor are there many wares which need continue into the later 4th century although the assemblage represents quite a small sample. Most of the Roman pottery was recovered from various ditches with one of the larger assemblages, 58 sherds, coming from 588, a possible recut ditch. The pottery (Figs. 8.9-11) suggests a 3rd century date for the fill, although material from the primary fill (682) may be 2nd century. Ditch 665 may be later 2nd century in date but ditches 550, 554, 592, 597 and possibly pit 671 appear to be 3rd century. The latest features on the site, on the basis of the Roman pottery present, appear to be probable ditch 542 (543), evaluation context (E131) and gully 679 (680). There is limited knowledge about Roman activity in this area, although a range of Roman pottery of similar date was recovered from the nearby Mail Marketing International site (Young and Young this volume). Small scale Roman activity has been documented south of the River Avon, including rural settlement, stray finds and two villas (Boore 1999, fig 2). Roman occupation has been documented from at least two other suburbs of Bristol, Lawrence Weston (ibid) and Filwood Park (Cox 1997), which is also south of the Avon. The settlement at Filwood Park appears to be a 2nd4th century farmstead and may be of a similar nature to the settlement producing the pottery from Bedminster.



POST-ROMAN POTTERY Alejandra Gutièrrez INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY Some 638 sherds of pottery weighing around 11.6kg were recovered during the excavation. The assemblage includes a small group of 42 sherds (1.1kg) from the evaluation of the same site. The pottery was sorted into fabrics with the aid of a microscope (x20 magnification), counted and weighed. The fill of features produced good-sized sherds (average 18g) and complete profiles. Most of the assemblage consists of modern wares of the 18th century and later, whereas medieval wares are poorly represented and account for just 3% of the total number of sherds (1% by weight). MEDIEVAL WARES Just 18 small sherds of medieval pottery were recovered (Table 3). The main fabrics are: HAM GREEN JUGS (Fabric SS). Bristol. 12th to 13th centuries (Barton 1963; Ponsford 1991). Grey core; buff or white margins; pink, orange or buff interior surface. Inclusions of well-sorted quartz, limestone and clay pellets. Handmade and rim finished on low wheel. Green glaze on exterior surface and over the interior of the rim only. BRISTOL (/REDCLIFFE) WARE (Fabric AAA). Bristol. Mid-13th to 15th centuries (Vince 1988, 260; Ponsford 1998). Usually pale yellow throughout, sometimes with a light grey core. Inclusions of quartz and quartzite up to 1.2 mm, clay pellets 


CATALOGUE OF ILLUSTRATED SHERDS 1 Deep dish burnished internally and externally. Fabric GW2. Ditch 512 (511). 2 Flat thickened rim bowl. Fabric GW1. Ditch 512 (511). 3 Everted rim jar. Fabric DOR BB1. Ditch 512 (511).
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CONTEXT 100 eval 100 eval 118 eval 500 528 559 559 562 564 567 572 640 695



FABRIC Bristol ware Minety-type Fabric 1 Fabric 1 Bath A? Fabric 1 Bath A S Glos Cistercian ware Bath A Bristol ware Ham Green jug Ham Green jug? Bath A



FABRIC DATE 13th–15thC 12th–13thC 12th–13thC? 12th–13thC? 12th–13thC 12th–13thC? 12th–13thC 16thC 12th–13thC 13th–15thC 12th–13thC 12th–13thC 12th–13thC



FORM jug jug cw cw cw cw cw cup? cw jug jug jug cw



SHERDS 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 2 1 1 3 1 1



WEIGHT (g) 4 6 6 13 12 6 17 13 15 8 14 2 5



Table 3 Quantification of medieval pottery ENGLISH DELFTWARE (Fabric A1). 18th century. No inclusions visible. All-over tin glazed with painted decoration. MODERN REDWARES (Fabric C20). 18th – 19th centuries. Hard, red or brown fabric. Occasional quartz and limestone inclusions. Honey or brown lead glazed, sometimes mottled. NORTH DEVON GRAVEL-TEMPERED WARES (Fabric E). Late 17th – 18th century. Grey or orange core, grey interior margin and surface, orange exterior margin and surface. Super abundant quartz up to 6 mm; abundant milky quartz up to 3 mm; sparse limestone up to 2 mm; moderate slate 


glassy quartz 
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Fig. 9: Modern pottery From cesspit F575 (576): 1. Delftware plate. All-over white bluish tin glaze with painted blue decoration. 2. Delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze with linear red decoration. 3. Delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze with painted decoration in faint green and red lines. 4. Delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze with painted decoration in brown, yellow and blue. 5. Delftware /plate. White tin glaze with blue painted decoration.6. White bluish tin glaze with blue decoration



-14 delftware dishes (Nos. 1–7, 10, 11) -1 plain delftware ointment jar (No. 9) -2 delftware jugs/jars (No. 8) -1 porcelain teacup



-1 North Devon glazed pancheon/crock -1 glazed redware jar
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Fig. 10 Modern pottery From cesspit F575 (576): 7. Delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze with painted blue decoration. 8. Plain delftware base. All-over white tin glaze (except for the underside of the base) with a blue tinge. 9. Plain delftware ointment jar. All-over white tin glaze. 10. Plain delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze. 11. Plain delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze. 12. Bristol/Staffordshire slipware plate. Heavily sooted on part of the underside. 13. Bristol/Staffordshire slipware plate, with shoulder and flange. 14. Bristol/Staffordshire slipware cup/porringer. Sooted on underside of base. 15. Bristol/Staffordshire slipware cup/porringer. 16. Scratch-blue stoneware bowl. White salt-glazed with blue scratched decoration
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Fig. 11 Modern pottery From cesspit F575 (576): 17. Press-moulded white stoneware dish with polygonal rim. Flange decorated with the ‘dot, diaper and basket’. 18. Press-moulded white stoneware dish with polygonal rim. Beaded edge to rim. 19. White stoneware teacup. From linear trench F570: 20. Plain delftware ointment jar. All-over white tin glaze. From deposit 581: 21. Delftware plate. Allover white bluish tin glaze and blue decoration. From linear trench 574 (687): 22. Delftware plate. All-over white tin glaze and blue decoration. 23. Bristol/Staffordshire slipware cup/porringer. Heavily sooted on exterior surface, up to the start of the handle. 24. Modern redware jar. Red fabric with dark brown glazed interior surface. From rectilinear pit F810 (565): 25. Refined earthenware jug with moulded exterior decoration. All-over clear (yellowish) glaze on bottom part, dark brown glaze on upper part. Two sherds from (565) and one from (500). 26. Brown stoneware inkbottle. Dark grey fabric; exterior brown glaze 27. Modern redware bowl. Red fabric with brown glazed interior surface
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)



Fig. 12 Modern pottery From rectilinear pit F810 (708): 28. Lead-glazed stoneware jar, Bristol-type. Light buff fabric; allover clear glaze and honey-colour glaze on upper part of exterior surface. 29. Lead-glazed stoneware inkbottle, Bristol-type. Light buff fabric; clear glaze on interior surface and honey-colour glaze on exterior surface. 30. Factory-made slipware (pearlware) mug. Two sherds from [708] and one from [709]. 31. Stoneware hunting jug. Light grey fabric. Moulded exterior decoration (‘the kill’). Dark brown glazed on upper half. 32. Modern redware bowl/pancheon. Red fabric with brown glazed interior surface
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-3 feathered slipware dishes (Nos. 12–13) -4 feathered slipware cup/porringers (Nos. 14–15) -1 mottled ware jug -2 white stoneware plates (Nos. 17–18) -1 scratch blue bowl (No. 16) -2 white stoneware cups (No. 19).



Glazed wares North Devon Modern redwares Delftware Mottled ware Slipwares Refined wares Bone china Creamware Pearlware Stonewares White stoneware Yellow ware Unid TOTAL



SHERDS



%



WEIGHT (g)



%



9 92



1.8 18.1



107 4001



1.2 44.8



52 1 53



10.2 0.2 10.4



651 8 1265



7.3 0.1 14.2



10 3 243 27 10 5 3 491



2.0 0.6 47.8 5.3 2.0 1.0 0.6



40 25 1626 792 243 132 33 8342



0.4 0.3 18.2 8.9 2.7 1.5 0.4



blue landscapes (Fig.10.7) are also of similar date (similar to Archer 1997, B25 and B257). Although all the types present belong to the 18th century, the delftwares, porcelain cup (handpainted in pink and gold) and the white stonewares would place the group towards the middle or second half of that century. The second group was found in pit 562. This assemblage is slightly later than that from the filling of the cesspit (576), with later refined earthenwares, such as pearlwares, being predominant. These break more easily into small sherds so that minimum number of vessels is more difficult to ascertain. The number of sherds from the pit is shown in Table 6. The latest wares present are the mauve-printed and green-printed pearlwares, which only appear around the 1820s; the sponged-decorated pearlwares, popular with modest households from the 1830s onwards; and the factory-made slipware which was current until the middle of the 19th century. Utilitarian wares include modern redwares, here present in the form of unglazed, plain flowerpots and brown-glazed bowls. The rest of the assemblage is, however, tablewares mainly in the shape of cups, saucers and plates. Although there are a few sherds of decorated bone china, the assemblage is dominated by blue-printed pearlwares with oriental and floral themes. Typical of the 19th century are also brown-glazed stonewares, of which there are some lead-glazed (Bristol-type) bottles and an almost complete brown-glazed inkbottle. Four sherds from 19th century roof pantiles (389g) were also found in pit 562. Similar types of pottery were also recorded from the rest of the stratigraphy (unpublished Table 7), including further sherds of blue-decorated delftware (Fig. 11.21–22; contexts 687, 581). Among the stonewares, a lead-glazed (Bristoltype) bottle recovered from context 709 (F810) was impressed with the writing: H Taylor / 23 REDCLIFF STREE[T] / Bristol. A Hugh Taylor, ‘gallypotmaker’, was active in Redcliffe in the second half of the 18th century (Jackson et al, 1982, 182). A stoneware hunting jug was also found in context 708 (Fig. 12.31). Interestingly, a further example (from 565 and 500) looks very similar, but this is made of earthenware rather than stoneware (Fig. 11.25). Both have moulded decoration and are glazed dark brown on the upper half of the vessel. Modern redwares in the form of bowls, lids with knobs, jars and flowerpots are similar to 18th and



Table 4 Summary of modern pottery from the site Some of the utilitarian wares in this group are heavily sooted, especially the North Devon pancheon but also one of the feathered slipware dishes and one of the cup/porringers. This indicates their use near fire, probably during the heating or cooking of foodstuffs. Since the slipware dish is clearly sooted on one half of the underside only (No. 12), this could indicate that it was only partially in contact with heat or, more likely, that it was used as a lid which had slid off to one side leaving part of the underside unprotected by the pot beneath. The emphasis in the forms recovered from cesspit 575 is clearly on dishes, of which there are 19 examples in a variety of textures and decorations, delftwares being predominant. These would have also been the most fragile, especially in comparison with the robustness of the white stonewares. The two white stonewares have a polygonal rim and pressmoulded decorated flanges, one of them with just a beaded edge, the other with only part of the ‘dot, diaper and basket’ remaining (Nöel Hume 1991, 116). Among the decorated delftwares from the pit, most of the decorative motifs are flowers, although a plate with a Chinese landscape (Fig. 9.1) was also found; trees are represented in the style of other Bristol plates of the middle of the 18th century (Archer 1997, B213) whereas parts of the landscape are also identical to examples from Bristol of the same date (such as Price 2006, nos. 92 and 101). Of the same period is a plate (Fig. 9.2) with red decoration with a linear painting style (in the style of Archer 1997, B209). Stylised flowers drawn with blue strokes (Fig. 9.5–6) and
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TYPE Delftware N Devon Porcelain Modern redwares Mottled ware Slipwares White stoneware White stoneware White stoneware



FABRIC A1 E A12 C20 MW KK, M white dipped stw scratch blue white stw biscuit slipware?



FABRIC DATE 18thC 17th-18thC 1770s+ 18thC 18thC late 17th-18thC 18thC 1740s-1770s 18thC



Total



SHERDS 45 4 8 18 1 40 1 1 7 5 130



WEIGHT (g) 573 57 23 566 8 1142 5 12 204 47 2637



Table 5 Quantification of pottery from cesspit 575 TYPE Modern redwares Bone china Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Pearlware Stoneware Stoneware Yellow ware (residual) Unid Unid



FABRIC C20 bone china shell-edge black/grey printed blue-printed flowers flue blue blue-printed oriental factory-made slipware green-printed mauve-printed plain sponged-blue Bristol-type stw brown-glazed yellow ware North Devon gravel-tempered burnt pearlware? burnt redware?



FABRIC DATE 18th-19thC 19thC 1780-1810 1790s+ 1780s-today 1780s-today c1775-1810 1790s-1840s 1820+ 1820s+ 19thC from 1830s 19thC 19thC 19thC 17th-18thC



SHERDS 33 8 1 6 11 2 62 7 4 2 25 5 12 4 4 1 2 1



WEIGHT (g) 1163 22 4 37 37 20 338 14 20 44 102 56 237 37 17 28 11 22



Table 6 Quantification of pottery from pit 562 19th century examples found elsewhere in Bristol (Jackson 2002). Four sherds of what appears to be unfinished vessels were also found, three from context 576 and one from 565. These are biscuit fired, i.e. unglazed. Those from 576 are in a buff fabric similar to the feathered slipwares and belong to a base. The sherd from pit fill 565 is a foot ring in white fabric, in the style of pearlwares. There were some potteries nearby in Bedminster, but their documented production seems to have been only ‘brown ware’ (Jackson et al 1982, 44), so these wasters are not without interest.



A small number of wasters were also recovered and, though this might not necessarily indicate a kiln in the immediate vicinity, the finds are worthy of note. Post-medieval pottery was totally absent and only a handful of medieval pottery was recovered. This was found mainly mixed with later material and serves only to point to the existence of medieval stratigraphy that has been disturbed at a later date.



CONCLUSIONS An assemblage mainly of 18th and 19th century pottery vessels was recovered during the excavation. The range of vessels identified includes utilitarian wares used in the transport and storage of goods, domestic vessels and tablewares. The range of forms and types of pottery present are typical of assemblages of this date, reflecting the range of wares used in a modest domestic context. The interest in this material is that the contexts are well dated and their contents might fruitfully be linked to the development of the plot and the biography of its owners and occupants during the period 17501850 through cartographic evidence and census returns.



INTRODUCTION A total of 299 bone fragments (or c.6.5kg) was recovered by hand from the site. Bone was recovered from all phases of activity/occupation and an initial assessment recommended further more detailed work on the moderately sized Romano-British assemblage. Bone from later periods was quantified in the assessment and will not be further discussed.



ANIMAL BONE Lorrain Higbee



METHODS Analysis was carried out following Davis (1992), in summary a selective range of skeletal elements (termed POSAC) were recorded in full. These are generally bones that show a good survival and recovery rate in most bone assemblages and also provide useful age and biometric data. Bones
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TAXA



ROMANO-BRITISH



MEDIEVAL



POST-MEDIEVAL



MODERN



TOTAL



cattle



16



1



5



-



22



sheep/goat



16



-



3



-



19



sheep



6



-



-



1



7



goat



1



-



-



-



1



pig



1



-



1



-



2



horse



15



-



1



-



16



dog



6*



-



-



-



6



chicken



6



-



-



-



6



Strigiformes n.f.i.



-



-



1



-



1



common toad



1



-



-



-



1



subtotal 1



68



1



11



1



81



cattle-sized



99



-



7



-



106



sheep-sized



41



-



3



-



44



unidentifiable



68



-



-



-



68



subtotal 2 Grand total



208 276



1



10 21



1



218 299



Table 7 Number of specimens identified to species (or NISP) by chronological period (n.f.i. indicates that a specimen was not further identified and * denotes partial skeleton) recorded as ‘juvenile’. Grant’s (1982) tooth eruption/wear stages were used for cattle and pigs and mandibles were assigned to the age categories of Halstead (1985) for cattle and Hambleton (1999) for pig. Tooth eruption/wear and mandible wear stages for sheep/goat were recorded following Payne (1973 and 1987). Sexing using morphological characteristics was undertaken for pig canines and their alveoli, and cattle pelvises. Boar canines can be differentiated from sow canines on the basis of their size, shape and root morphology (Schmid 1972: 80-81). Likewise the illio-pubic ridge and medial border of the acetabulum (after Grigson 1982: 8) can be used to distinguish between cow and bull pelvises. In general measurements follow Von den Driesch (1976) with the following exceptions: measurements taken on the humerus follow Davis (1992); measurements on pig teeth follow Payne and Bull (1988) with the addition of the width of the central (or second) cusp of the third molar (or m3); width measurements of cattle and caprine teeth were taken across both cusps and measurement of equid cheek teeth follow Davis (1987). Individual measurements are given in the appendix (archive only). Preservation was recorded using a modified version of Behrensmeyer’s (1978) weathering stages that is each POSAC was graded on a scale of 1 to 5 with 1 representing excellent and 5 very poor preservation. Information on gnawing, butchery, pathology and non-metric traits was recorded where present. Butchery was recorded by type (i.e. chop, knife cut, sawn), position and orientation (using



were only recorded if at least 50% of a given part was present and Dobney and Reilly’s (1988) zonal recording method was incorporated for this purpose. Given the small size of the assemblage, other identifiable bones were also recorded but in much less detail. Bones that could not be assigned to species have been quantified into general size categories (mostly vertebrae and rib fragments) and small splinters into an unidentifiable category. This information is presented in order to provide an overall fragment count. Caprine species (i.e. sheep and goat) were distinguished using the criteria of Boessneck (1969) and Payne (1985). Both sheep and goat were positively identified but sheep bones are more abundant than goat bones and it is therefore assumed that most undifferentiated caprine bones belong to sheep. The shape of enamel folds was used to distinguish between equid species following Davis (1987); only horses were positively identified. All post-cranial bones were simply recorded as equid. Equid remains will be referred to throughout this report as horse although it cannot be discounted that other equid species may be included in this category. The Gallus/Numida/Phasianus group of closely related galliformes are also difficult to distinguish (see MacDonald, 1992) however, no guinea fowl or pheasant bones were positively identified, and it is therefore assumed that fowl-like bones belong to chicken. The ageing data of Silver (1969) was used to assess epiphyseal fusion of the post-cranial skeleton and fusion categories follow O’Connor (1989). Bird bones with ‘spongy’ ends were
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standard anatomical terms and orientation). This information is detailed in the archive.



Cattle is represented by a wider range of body parts than sheep, most are major meat bearing limb bones and some bear butchery marks, mostly chop marks, indicative of primary carcass dismemberment, reduction and marrowfat extraction. Small bones from the foot (i.e. phalanges) are entirely absent but this is likely to be a product of small sample size and possibly recovery method. At least two individuals are represented, one pelvis is from a cow and all long bone epiphyses are fused indicating that only adult cattle were selected for slaughter.



RESULTS All of the animal bone assemblage was recovered by hand during the normal course of excavation, hand-recovery relies on the observation skills of the excavator and assemblages recovered by this method are typically biased in favour of large fragments (Payne 1992). The West Street assemblage, with its high frequency of bones from large domestic mammals, few birds and amphibians, and a complete absence of fish and small mammals, clearly illustrates the effect of recovery bias. The Romano-British assemblage is well preserved, although gnaw marks were recorded on a relatively large number (18%) of post-cranial bones. A small range of species has been identified (Table 7) and sheep bones are relatively common, accounting for c.32% of all identified bones (or NISP). Cattle and horse bones are also fairly common, accounting for c.24% and 22% NISP respectively. Less common species include dog, chicken, pig, goat and common toad. The assemblage is too small to assess the relative importance of livestock species to the pastoral economy of the site. In general, sites with a relatively high frequency of sheep are thought to be native civilian settlements, whilst sites with high frequencies of cattle are more Romanised (Grant 1989; King 1978, 1984 and 1999).



Horse Horse bone accounts for a little under half of the large vertebrate assemblage (i.e. cattle and horse combined). This figure is particularly high when viewed against the results of a recent survey of 190 Roman assemblages in central England (Johnstone and Albarella 2002: 33). The survey estimated that on average horse bones account for 5% of the large vertebrate assemblage from rural sites. With this in mind it is likely that the archaeological investigation area covered a peripheral part of the site since spatial analysis has shown that the frequency of domestic species is graded from central to peripheral areas of a site in order of increasing fragment size, and therefore the body size of an animal (Wilson 1996: 23). It is also worth emphasising that horses need a certain amount of pasture on which to graze and exercise, for this reason they are usually kept on the outskirts of settlements and their carcasses disposed of locally, usually in ditches, rather than being transferred elsewhere for slaughter. In other words, the high frequency of horse bones in the West Street assemblage is due to waste disposal patterns rather than economic or social factors. At least two horses are represented; small groups of bones were identified from ditch 550 and inter-cutting ditches 588/597, other bones occur as isolated finds from individual contexts. Mandibles and loose teeth are common, tooth wear suggests that both immature and adult individuals are represented, the mandible from ditch 550 has particularly worn teeth, suggesting extreme age, possibly as much as 40 years (see Levine 1982).



Sheep A minimum of three individuals is represented in the assemblage and despite the relatively high frequency of sheep bones, only a small range of body parts is present. These include meat bearing bones such as humeri, pelvises and tibiae, and butchery waste such as metatarsals, mandibles and loose teeth. This last group of elements are significantly more common than the former, which would seem to suggest that most of the waste results from primary carcass dismemberment. However, high ratios of teeth to post-cranial bones are common on many rural sites, and lower rates of deposition and higher rates of gnawing are thought to be the principle factors affecting skeletal element distribution (Davis 2003: 127). Tooth eruption and wear stage information indicates that sheep aged 1-6 years are represented. The ratio between deciduous fourth premolars (or dp4) and permanent fourth premolars (or p4) suggests that 57% of sheep are less than 21-24 months of age. In other words, most sheep were slaughtered at the optimum age for prime meat, whilst some were maintained for secondary products (e.g. wool or milk) and as breeding stock.



Dog Dog bones account for c.9% NISP and at least two individuals are represented. This includes the partial skeleton of a juvenile aged 6-7 months of age from ditch 550 and isolated bones from a number of other features. All of the dog bones are from small, gracile individuals, and the individual from ditch 550 has noticeably bowed limbs, particularly the tibia. Dogs with this type of limb conformation are thought to have been introduced to Britain by the Romans (see Harcourt 1974; Clark 2000; Cram 2000). Modern breeds with



Cattle
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similar characteristics include Corgi, Jack Russell and Basset Hound.



with rural sites in the surrounding areas; he found that horse remains were more common at the edges of built up areas and at rural sites in the hinterland than from central urban areas (ibid: 89) and a similar pattern was recorded at Catterick, North Yorkshire (Stallibrass 2002). The small dog from [550] with its distinct limb conformation probably represents a breed that was introduced to Britain by the Romans, they are not unusual finds from small farmsteads and other rural settlement sites in southern Britain, and were probably used as working dogs. The bone assemblage from feature [556] stands out from the rest of the assemblage, it includes all of the chicken bones and the only goat specimen from the site. These species are frequently found in association at shrine sites, for example at Uley in Gloucestershire (Levitan 1993), which is connected with the worship of Mercury. Whilst it cannot be ruled out that the West Street deposit is deliberate and has some religious/ritual significance, it is more likely in the context of a small farmstead that these associations have resulted from purely secular activities.



Chicken Wing bones and a single leg bone were recovered from pit 556, (557); the remains are from at least three different birds, two of which are juveniles. Pig A single fragment of posterior mandible was recovered, the teeth are in early wear and the animal is probably a subadult. Goat A near complete goat skull was recovered from the same deposit (557) as the chicken bones described above. The animal is a fairly robust adult individual probably a ram and the horn cores were cleanly removed at the base by transverse chops. This suggests that the horns were retained for further working. Common toad A single toad tibia-fibula was recovered from ditch 665, (666), the animal is likely to have fallen into the open feature and been unable to get out. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS A well-preserved but rather modest assemblage of animal bone was recovered from the site, thought to be a small farmstead. A full archive has been compiled and the results of the analysis have provided an interesting glimpse of animal husbandry regimes in the Bristol area during the Romano-British period. The pattern of relative frequency for livestock species suggests that the sites pastoral economy was little affected by Romanising influences, but continued with what is considered a more native sheep based economy (Grant 1989; Hambleton 1999: 46-7; King 1978, 1984 and 1999). This statement needs to be treated with caution, given the small size of the sample, however, it is worth noting that sheep bones were also relatively common in the small Romano-British assemblage from the adjacent Mail Marketing site (Higbee 2006a), and the near-by site at Highwood House (Higbee 2006b), whilst at Hadrian’s Close, Sea Mills deposits associated with military occupation are dominated by cattle bones (Higbee 2006c). The limited age data available for sheep and cattle suggests that sheep were primarily managed for meat whilst cattle appear to have been maintained for secondary products and traction. This kill-off pattern is typical for the late Roman period and is thought to reflect the need for greater numbers of cattle for traction as arable cultivation intensified (Johnstone and Albarella 2002: 45). The very high frequency of horse bones is typical of rural sites and also suggests that a peripheral part of the farmstead was located in the investigation area. Maltby (1994) compared the assemblages from Dorchester and Winchester



HUMAN BONE Malin Holst INTRODUCTION A total of twenty-four fragments of human bone, mainly skull, were recovered from the fill of a Romano-British ditch located in the southwest of the site during the area excavation and preceding evaluation stage (contexts 511 and E315 respectively).



DESCRIPTION The skull was nearly complete and the bone well preserved, although fragmentary and with slight surface erosion. According to the dental wear it belonged to a young adult, aged between 17 and 25 years, and the cranial sexing characteristics suggested that this individual was male. The ectocranial surface of the skull showed evidence for inflammation in the form of microporosity, possibly due to a mild skull inflammation, possibly caused by iron deficiency anaemia. The five surviving maxillary teeth all showed evidence for slight calculus (dental plaque concretions), which is common in archaeological populations. The other maxillary teeth had been lost post-mortem. Fragments of a right scapula (shoulder blade) of an adult of indeterminate sex and age were also found. CONCLUSION Despite being retrieved from a secondary context, no bone elements were duplicated, indicating a ‘minimum number of individuals’ (MNI) of one skeleton and suggesting the skull and scapula may have belonged to the same person.
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CLAY TOBACCO PIPES Sarah Newns



centuries and the remaining stem fragment has a very large bore (7/64”) dating from the early 17th to early 18th centuries. As Walker explains, dating on bore diameter size alone is liable to inaccuracies, especially when, as here, dealing with small sample sizes, and can be taken only as a guide to the approximate date of the pipe stems in question. In particular, stems of 4/64”, 5/64” and 6/64” bore size have all been recorded for pipes of nineteenth century date.



INTRODUCTION A small assemblage of 61 clay tobacco pipe stem fragments and 18 bowls or bowl fragments, the majority (74) recovered from stratified contexts, were analysed. The stem bore diameters were measured in accordance with the dating systems outlined by Walker (1967) and the bowl fragments compared with typologies established by Oswald (1960), Peacey (undated) and Pearson (undated). Of the eighteen bowls recovered, three are decorated with striations on the seam, three with a stylised leaf motif on the seam and one is facetted, with textured decoration around the rim. One bowl with leaf decoration and the facetted bowl both bear the initial “R” on one or both sides of the spur. Pipes bearing this initial are likely to have been made by Richard Frank Ring and Company, the largest pipe manufacturers in south Bristol during the nineteenth century. The Ring family company was one of a small number of family firms who dominated the pipe-making industry in Bristol at this time, producing pipes both for the domestic and export markets. The company is known to have produced pipes from as many as two hundred different moulds and to have been in production from the beginning of the nineteenth century until c.1880. R.F. Ring pipes have been recovered from various sites in Bristol including Clement Street (Beckey and Jackson, 1986); Lawrence Hill (Beckey et al. forthcoming); Temple Back (Beckey et al., 2003); Bath Road, Mead Street and Weare Street (Price and Jackson, 1984). The leaf motif and striations on the bowl were popular decorative motifs for midnineteenth century pipes and were also used by other manufacturers in Bristol, including the Bye family (Beckey, 1999), Jonathan Moul (Beckey and Jackson, 1986) and James White (Jackson and Price, 1974). Seven of the remaining nine near-complete bowls are undecorated with spur heels of a type similar to Oswald type 26 or Peacey type 16 and dated to the mid eighteenth to nineteenth centuries. A further near-complete bowl, with milling around the rim had a post-1840 date (Oswald type 33, “Irish type”). The remaining complete bowl, which is small and barrel-shaped with a pedestal heel and traces of milling around the rim, is an early example dated by Peacey to 1670 to 1700 (Peacey type 4) and by Pearson to c.1700 (Pearson type 21). The final two bowl fragments were not identified. Forty-seven stem fragments have a bore diameter size of 4/64” and may be dated, according to Walker, to the beginning of the eighteenth century or later. Thirteen fragments have a bore sizes of 5/64” or 6/64” and may be dated from the mid/late 17th to the end of the 18th



DISCUSSION The earliest complete bowl, dated stylistically to 1670 to 1700, was recovered from a rectilinear trench (570) alongside the earliest stem fragment (of exceptionally large bore), dating from early 17th to early 18th centuries. All but one of the mid-18th to 19th century bowls were recovered from deposit 576 sealing the base of a clay- and stone-lined cesspit (571/575). The deposit also yielded a significant collection of 18th century Bristol/Staffordshire ware and Delft ware pottery sherds, as well as several pipe stem fragments of bore sizes 4/64”, 5/64” and 6/64”. The remaining mid-18th to 19th century bowl was recovered from a deep pit (660) filled with significant quantities of clinker, slag and coal, alongside a small collection of 19th century pottery sherds and a further pipe bowl of post 1840 date (Oswald type 33). The remaining 19th century bowls were recovered from the latest fills (565 and 708) of a substantial rectilinear pit of indeterminate function and fourteen stem fragments, largely of 4/64” bore size, were retrieved from an adjacent large pit (562). With the exception of five unstratified fragments, the remaining stems, mostly of 4/64” and 5/64” bore size, were residual in late Victorian and modern features. SMALL FINDS Sarah Newns INTRODUCTION A small assemblage of thirteen Small Finds was retrieved during the excavation, including coins, metalwork, ceramics, worked stone and one human bone fragment. The ceramics and the bone fragment are discussed in the relevant sections and the remainder below. METHODOLOGY The finds were examined by eye, and their details recorded (Table 8). The coins were identified with reference to standard reference works such as Mattingly, 1977 and Sear, 1974. The flint was identified with reference to Butler, 2005. COINS Two small bronze coins, (SF5 and SF11) both of Romano-British date, were recovered, one from a
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SF NO



CONTEXT



MATERIAL



WEIGHT (g)



5



579



Bronze



2 (approx.)



7



562



Copper alloy/iron






8



675



Flint



4



10



565



Copper alloy






11



693



Bronze






13



500



Worked stone



34



15



598



Copper alloy






16



565



Copper alloy



8



17



672



Iron



40



18



500



Iron



12



DESCRIPTION Small bronze coin, 16mm diameter, obverse showing laureate head, right, reverse showing 2 soldiers (“GLORIA EXERCITUS” type. Similar to coin of Constantine I (Treveri mint), c.A.D.330 (Mattingly 1977, 300, plate LVI no.11). Small semicircular fitting, 42mm long, with flattened triangular terminal, probably iron with copper alloy plating. Shaft is square/rectangular in section, fractured at one end. Probable Neolithic/Bronze Age side scraper, 35mm by 25mm, showing retouch along both lateral edges, dorsal face. Distal end shows possible fractured point. Proximal end is blunted. Ventral face slightly concave. Dark grey flint with light grey flecking. 19th/20th century, machine-pressed, metal button, 12mm diameter, circular, four central holes (Cuddeford 1994, 15). Small bronze coin, 15mm diameter, obverse showing laureate head, right, reverse showing 2 soldiers (“GLORIA EXERCITUS” type. Similar to coin of Constantine I (Treveri mint – “TRS” in exergue), c.A.D.335 (Mattingly 1977, 300, plate LVI no.12). Micaceous sandstone whetstone fragment, rod-shaped, fractured at either end. Upper and lower faces are facetted and highly polished, due to use, as are the two sides. Dimensions: 46mm by 25mm by 24mm. Small triangular fragment of copper alloy sheet, 12mm by 18mm. Curved fragment of copper alloy rod, circular in section, fractured at either end. Dimensions: 70mm long by 4mm diameter. Large iron nail with square-sectioned shank and sub-circular flat head. Dimensions: 93mm long, head 23mm diameter. Heavily corroded iron nail, original form completely obscured by concretions and corrosion products. Dimensions: 58mm long, head 12mm diameter.



Table 8 Small finds cleaning layer and one from context 579, a deposit sealing the natural substrate. Both coins are relatively unworn and show legible inscriptions. Both date to the reign of Constantine I (A.D. 307 to 337) and show a laureate head, right, obverse, and two soldiers, reverse (“GLORIA EXERCITUS” type, introduced in AD 330; Sear 1974, 312). One of the coins shows the initials “TRS” in the exergue, suggesting that the coin was minted in Treveri, Gaul, but both are likely to be contemporary copies (Reece and James 1994, 28-9).



semi-circular copper alloy fitting (from large modern cut 562). OTHER FINDS The earliest datable find from the assemblage is a worked flint side-scraper (SF8), of dark grey flint with light grey flecking, of Neolithic/Early Bronze Age date, showing lateral retouch (Butler 2005, 128-9; 166-7). This tool was probably residual, within a boundary/enclosure ditch which yielded a single sherd of Romano-British pottery. The final object is a micaceous sandstone whetstone fragment (SF13), showing signs of wear on both upper and lower faces. The unstratified whetstone is undated.



METALWORK The metalwork assemblage comprises two further items of probable Romano-British date, a large iron nail, with square-sectioned shank and flat, sub-circular head (SF17) and a small triangular fragment of copper alloy sheet (SF15). Both the above items are undiagnostic, but were retrieved from features yielding significant quantities of Romano-British pottery sherds (the nail from pit/gully 671 and the sheet fragment from ditch 597). A small machine-stamped 19th/20th century copper alloy button (SF10) and a small rod fragment of copper alloy were retrieved from a large rectangular modern cut 565. The two remaining items of metalwork comprise an unstratified iron nail (heavily corroded) and a



CONCLUSION Although small, the assemblage contains objects which range widely in date, from the prehistoric period through to the 19th/20th century. Several of the objects are undiagnostic fragments, or items which are difficult to date, as their form changes little over time. A significant proportion of the objects, notably the two coins, are of Romano-British date, suggestive of significant Roman activity in the near vicinity. The residual flint scraper also suggests some localised low level prehistoric activity. It is perhaps also significant that the assemblage is lacking any objects post-dating the Roman period and predating the 19th century.
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MISCELLANEOUS FINDS Sarah Newns



and the plant remains brought on to the site either deliberately as a food source or accidentally as a by-product from other activities.



A small assemblage of miscellaneous other finds was also recovered during the excavation, including two residual flints and a broken tessera amongst the small collection of worked stone objects. The majority of the remaining finds were indicative of modern occupation on the site, such as ceramic building materials, plaster and technological residues, or domestic items such as bone and copper alloy buttons. The modest glass assemblage produced the only finds of interest. Of the 35 shards of vessel and window glass collected, all but two dated to the 19th and 20th centuries (Hedges 1998). The latter two shards comprised a body shard and complete handle from a plain-bellied soda glass tankard of mid to late 17th century date. The handle was c. 100 mm in length and would have been attached close to the rim of the vessel and halfway down the belly of the tankard, where it ended in a decorative tail (Wilmott 2002).



Cereals and other cultivated plant remains The deposits from ditches 554, 512, 588 and 597, and the fill of pit 556 all contained charred cereal remains; the most predominant are grains with the characteristics associated with free-threshing bread wheat (Triticum aestivum s.l.). The presence of this type of grain is supported by bread wheat type rachis fragments that occur in the fills of ditches 554, 512 and 597. Smaller quantities of the glume wheat Spelt (Triticum spelta), are also present in the ditch and pit fills and chaff from the wheat is found in all but one of the samples. Other cereal remains present include barley (Hordeum sp. [hulled]), with twisted and straight grains present, rye (Secale cereale) and oats (Avena sp.). The secondary fill of ditch 588 contained a single oat floret base, from a wild oat (Avena fatua L.). Other remains associated with cultivation include fragments of large legumes, one of which was identified as a broad bean (Vicia faba L.), from the secondary fill of ditch 588. Legumes from the other samples were too fragmented to be identified to species, but were large enough to be either broad bean or pea (Pisum sativum L.).



PLANT REMAINS C.J. Griffiths INTRODUCTION An initial assessment of the environmental samples for their potential to offer economic and environmental information about the site was made (Griffiths 2006) and six samples, five from ditch fills and one from a pit fill were chosen for further analysis. All the samples contained charred remains, and the fill from the pit also contained mineralised plant remains.



Weed seeds associated with arable and grassland Weed seeds associated both with arable cultivation and meadows or grassland were recovered. All the samples contained small quantities of weed seeds. The pit (556) contained a limited assemblage, with 14 seeds present. These were species associated with a variety of habitats, including grassland, arable and disturbed ground. Ditch 597 contained the largest variety of weed seeds, of which the majority of species present are mainly associated with grassland habitats, for example, medick/clover (Medicago/Trifolium), smooth tare (Vicia tetrasperma (L.) Schreber), self-heal (Prunella vulgaris L.) and ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata L.). Slight evidence of wet or damp conditions was indicated from the presence of a sedge nutlet, (Carex sp.) and deer grass (Trichophorum cespitosum (L.) Hartman). The weed seeds associated with arable cultivation included two seeds of stinking chamomile (Anthemis cotula L.) from ditches 554 and 512, sheep's sorrel (Rumex acetosella L.), dock seeds (Rumex sp.) and wild radish (Raphanus raphanistrum L.).



METHODS All the samples were processed by Avon Archaeological Unit using a standard flotation technique and the flots and residues were recovered on 500 μm mesh and air dried. These were then sorted at the University of Wales, Lampeter, using a Wild M5 stereomicroscope. The plant remains were identified using modern reference material and standard reference books (Anderberg 1994, Berggren 1969 and 1981, Bertsch 1941, Jacomet 2006). Martin (1946) was used for the identification of the internal contents of the seeds preserved by mineralisation. Nomenclature for non-cereals follows Stace (1991). RESULTS Charred remains The results from the identification of the charred remains are summarised in Table 9. All the samples examined contained charred cereal and weed seeds. The assemblage can be divided into three categories: the cereals and other remains associated with cultivation, weed seeds associated with arable cultivation or grassland



Plant remains brought to the site either deliberately or accidentally Ditch 554, the secondary fill of ditch 588 and pit 556 all contained small quantities of hazelnut shell fragments (Corylus avellana L.) that may have
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CONTEXT FEATURE FEATURE TYPE DATE VOLUME/LITRE Triticum spelta grain (Spelt wheat) Triticum cf. spelta grain Triticum spelta spikelet fork Triticum spelta glume bases T. aestivum s.l. grain (Bread wheat) T. aestivum s.l. rachis node Triticum sp. grain Triticum sp. rachis Secale cereale grain (Rye) Hordeum sp.(Hulled) twisted grain (Barley) Hordeum sp.(Hulled) straight Hordeum sp.(Hulled) indet grain Hordeum sp. Indet Avena sp. Grain Avena/large Poaceae Cerealia indet. Avena fatua floret base (Wild oat) Corylus avellana L. shell frags (Hazel) Chenopodium ficifolium (Smith) (Fig-leaved goosefoot) Chenopodium album L. (Fat-hen) Atriplex sp. (Oraches) Silene spp. (Campions) Persicaria lapathifolia (L.) Gray (Pale persicaria) Rumex acetosella L (Sheep's sorrel) Rumex sp. (Docks) Raphanus raphanistrum L. (Wild radish) - capsule Raphanus raphanistrum L. seeds Rubus fruticosus L. agg (Bramble) Medicago spp./ Trifolium spp./ Medick/Clover) Vicia hirsuta (L.) Gray (Hairy tare) Vicia tetrasperma (L.) Schreber (Smooth tare) Vicia faba L. (Broad bean) Vicia cf. faba L. fragments Vicia faba L/ Pisum sativum L. fragments Vicia spp./Lathyrus spp. (Vetches/Peas) Vicia spp./Lathyrus spp. fragments Pisum sativum L. (Garden peas) Daucus carota L. (Carrot) Prunella vulgaris L. (Selfheal) Plantago lanceolata L. (Ribwort plantain) Anthemis cotula L. (Stinking chamomile) Trichophorum cespitosum (L.) Hartman (Deergrass) Carex sp. – trigonous (Sedges) Carex sp. – biconvex (Sedges) Bromus sp. (Brome) Poaceae 3.0 mm + (Grasses) Poaceae 2.0 mm+ Poaceae 1 - 2.0mm Culm frags Seeds indeterminate Organic material indeterminate



555 554 Ditch, only fill C3+ 50 3 9 40 2 28 1 -



511 512 Ditch, only fill C1-2 40 1 5 2 8 30 1 31 7 2 2



682 588 Ditch, primary fill C2 40 2 19 2 1 -



589 588 Ditch, 2ndary fill C2-3 40 1 4 18 8 2



598 597 Ditch, only fill C2-3 60 10 1 17 68 3 1 5 3



557 556 Pit, only fill Roman 40 1 41 2 -



HABITAT PREFERENCE



6 11 26 2 -



7 6 8 18 -



4 5 39 -



2 2 13 2 58 1 2 -



9 8 27 1 77 1



3 1 15 52 2 -



A A A A A A A,D W A, D



-



1 2 -



-



1



1 1



-



A, D A, D, C G, D A A, D



1 1



3 1



1 1 -



-



1 10 -



1 -



A, G, H G, D, A, M, B D, A



-



3 1 2



-



-



14



-



D, A G, W, H D, G



-



1 1



-



1



9



-



D, G G



-



1 6



2 -



1 14



3 1



1



A A A, D



12 7 -



16 1 -



9 5 -



1 4 -



7 4 1 1 2



6 -



G, W, D, H, A, M G, W, D, H, A, M A, D D, G, A G, D, W G, D



1 -



1 -



-



-



2



-



A, D M, Hw



2 1 1 33



1 14 1 2 18



2 -



1 1 36 48



1 6 1 -13 15 26 16



4 2 -



B, M, W, Gw B, M, W, Gw G, R, D, A G, H, M, W, R



A A A A A A A A A A



Table 9 Charred plant remains Habitat preference: A = arable & cultivated; Aq = aquatic, B = bank side, pond margins; D = disturbed ground, wasteland; G = grassland; H = heaths; M = marshes, fens, bogs; N = nitrogen; R = roadsides; W = woods, hedges, scrub; w = wet
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CONTEXT FEATURE FEATURE TYPE DATE VOLUME/LITRE Cerealia indet. Avena sp. (Oat) Avena sp./Poaceae (Oat/Grass) Ranunculus repens L. (Creeping buttercup) Ranunculus sp. (Buttercups) Urtica dioica L. (Common nettle) Chenopodiaceae Goosefoot) Rumex acetosella L (Sheep’s sorrel) Rumex sp. (Docks) Polygonaceae (Knotgrass) Malva sylvestris L. (Mallow) Fabaceae type (Beans) Fabaceae – frags (Beans) Rubus fruticosus agg. (Brambles) Prunus spp. (Cherry/plum) Prunus spp. fragments Anethum graveolens L. (Dill) Apiaceae (Carrot family) Centaurea sp. (Knapweeds) Lapsana communis L. (Nipplewort) Chrysanthemum segetum L. (Corn marigold) cf. Asteraceae Carex sp. – trigonous (Sedges) Bromus sp. (Bromes) Poaceae - > 2 mm (Grasses) Pteridium aquilinum L. (Bracken) Straw fragments Seeds indeterminate Fish bones Small mammal bones Anthropod segments Diptera pupae



555 554 Ditch, only fill C3+ 50 -



511 512 Ditch, only fill C1-2 40 -



682 588 Ditch, primary fill C2 40 -



589 588 Ditch, 2ndary fill C2-3 40 -



598 597 Ditch, only fill C2-3 60 -



557 556 Pit, only fill Roman 40 2 4 5 6



HABITAT PREFERENCE



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



1 3 18 2 2 2 1 4 6 1 10 3 1 10 1 1 1



G, D, A, C, A, M, N, W A, D, C A, G, H G, D, A, M, B A, D, C D G, W, D, H, A, M G, W, D, H, A, M G, W, H W W A A, W, G, D, A W, D, A A, D



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



-



1 46 1 18 1 144 166 + + + 3



A A A Gw, W, B, M



B, M, W, Gw G, D, A G, H, M, W, R



Table 10 Mineralized plant remains Habitat preference: A = arable & cultivated; Aq = aquatic, B = bank side, pond margins; D = disturbed ground, wasteland; G = grassland; H = heaths; M = marshes, fens, bogs; N = nitrogen; R = roadsides; W = woods, hedges, scrub; w = wet + = present within sample



for example, sedges (Carex sp.) and creeping buttercup seeds (Ranunculus repens L.). Weeds associated with arable cultivation occur in small quantities and include nipplewort (Lapsana communis L.), common marigold (Chrysanthemum segetum L) and Bromes (Bromus sp.). Seeds associated with either arable or disturbed ground were represented by a quantity of Chenopodiaceae seeds. Grassland species include grass seeds (Poaceae), sheep's sorrel (Rumex acetosella L.) and docks (Rumex sp.). Nettle seeds (Urtica dioica L) may represent disturbed ground or ground with a high nitrogen content.



either been deliberately collected for food, or brought to the site accidentally with wood for fuel. The mineralised remains Mineralised plant and insect remains were found only in the fill of pit 556 (Table 10). Mineralisation occurs in deposits rich in calcium phosphate, whereby the soft plant tissue is replaced by mineral deposits. For more detailed descriptions of the processes associated with mineralisation see Green (1979) and Carruthers (2000). The most frequent plant remains from the pit were fragments of straw. Cereal grains are represented by a small quantity of oats (Avena sp.), which Green (1979) describes as the cereal most commonly found preserved by mineralisation. Other seeds possibly associated with cultivation are represented by pea/bean fragments (Pisum sativum L./Vicia faba L.). Stones from the cherry/plum family (Prunus spp.) may have entered the deposit as food remains. The weed seeds from the deposit are dominated by those associated with damp and wet ground,



DISCUSSION The evidence from the charred and mineralised plant remains seems to indicate that the site was associated with arable and pastoral agricultural activity. Plant remains associated with Roman features from other assessments in the area also produced a similar range of charred cereal grains and weed seeds, as for example, material from
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The Prehistoric Evidence The earliest evidence of human occupation at Nos 45-53 West Street dated to the later Iron Age period when a pair of intercutting gullies was opened, cutting a prehistoric soil layer. A modest assemblage of later Iron Age pottery was recovered, including part of a round shouldered jar with beaded rim from the later gully (Fig. 7.1) and residual sherds from a second jar with short upright rim (Fig. 7.2). The gullies formed part of a complex of ditches that appear to have extended onto the adjacent Mail Marketing International premises (MMI, Young and Young this volume) and defined a series of fields or enclosures. The lack of associated contemporary features, save for a short length of fence and few scattered pits at MMI, suggested the enclosures were utilised for agriculture and that the focus of Iron Age settlement activity lay elsewhere. These Iron Age fields did not, however, reflect the earliest evidence for human occupation on West Street. At MMI a small, but significant collection of flint artefacts identified two distinct phases of earlier and possibly more transient activity in the vicinity dating to the mid to late Neolithic and early Bronze Age periods, the latter associated with a few sherds of utilitarian domestic Bronze Age pottery retrieved from a severely truncated gully.



the adjacent Mail Marketing International premises, area VSH (Hunter 2005). The presence of bread wheat in a Roman context is to some extent unusual, although there is evidence for the utilisation of free-threshing wheat in Britain from as early as the Neolithic. A deposit of bread wheat grain was found in a Roman ditch at Roughground Farm, Lechlade, Gloucestershire (Letts and Robinson 1993) and was thought to represent a minor crop being grown in association with Spelt wheat. The mineralised remains are representative of plant remains placed into the pit as part of either human excrement or domestic rubbish and of plant remains that entered the pit accidentally by growing nearby. The foetid nature of the original deposit is shown by the presence of a large quantity of mineralised anthropoid fragments and several examples of fly pupae. A quantity of fish vertebrae in the deposit is also probable evidence of domestic waste. Mineralised plant remains from Roman sites are not common, with most mineralised remains being associated with later cess and latrine pits or in the case of Potterne, Wiltshire, a Bronze Age midden site (Carruthers 2000). A similar deposit was found in a Roman latrine pit from the Uley Shrines, Gloucestershire and was interpreted as containing both human excrement and the probable remains of hay used to feed the goats at the temple complex (Girling and Straker 1993). The straw and weed seeds found in the West Street deposit may also indicate that part of the deposit is derived from a fodder crop used to feed animals on site. In conclusion, the samples from the ditches and pit show that the site probably had a mixed agricultural economy during the Roman period, with the presence of arable and pastoral agriculture. The presence of wheat grains and chaff suggest the crops were grown locally and were probably processed on the site. The legumes also seem to have been part of an arable crop, which could have been either for human consumption or animal fodder. The local environment is indicated by the presence of seeds associated with grassland and damp or wet conditions.



The Romano-British Evidence There is no direct evidence for continuity of settlement at 45-53 West Street into the RomanoBritish period, as the pottery assemblage and other finds recovered span the later 2nd to 4th centuries. The lack of artefacts dating to the later 1st and early 2nd centuries suggests the area was abandoned for a time, but this is contradicted by the spatial organisation of the Romano-British landscape. The complex of ditches opened over both Nos 45-53 and MMI appears to respect the Iron Age field system and, in some instances on MMI, redefines an earlier ditch, which points to the continuity of an established and stable pattern of local land division. The lack of earlier RomanoBritish artefacts may just be an accident of survival, the fields may be on the periphery of the settlement, or perhaps reflects that initially the settlement was not conspicuously ‘Romanized’ after the Conquest and continued using native methods and traditions. This is supported by the animal bone remains; the pattern of relative frequency for livestock species suggests that the pastoral economy of the settlement was little affected by Romanising influences, but continued with what is considered a more native sheepbased economy (Grant 1989; Hambleton 1999: 46-7; King 1978, 1984 and 1999). The plant assemblage reflected the species identified at MMI, confirming the mixed arable and pastoral economy enjoyed by the rural settlement, and,



DISCUSSION AND OVERVIEW OF THE PROJECT The following discussion relates the results of the current project with those from the excavations on the adjoining Mail Marketing International premises (MMI, Young and Young this volume). For a full discussion of the archaeological evidence in the wider setting of West Street and its environs, please see that article.
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unusually for a Roman site, included some mineralised examples in a single pit, probably cess waste. Overall, the Romano-British evidence at 45-53 West Street reinforces the picture established at MMI of a modest rural agricultural settlement, the core of which lay elsewhere.



evident at 45-53 West Street and probably coincided with the expansion of industry and the railway into the area and its resulting incorporation as a suburb of the City of Bristol. This involved several development phases, during which domestic buildings and industrial structures were constructed, the majority recorded on historic documentary sources. This mirrors the evidence for modern development on the neighbouring MMI premises, where the farmstead was demolished in the early years of the 19th century and a successive series of tenements and other buildings, variously depicted on historic maps, were laid out along the West Street frontage. At Nos 45-53, two buildings, one with a cellar, were erected early in the 19th century, the latter attached to the Bedminster Poorhouse founded in the late 18th century on the West Street frontage. By the mid-19th century, the first building had been razed and replaced with a limekiln and associated structures, whilst the second building appeared to continue in use. Both subsequently were destroyed when the Albert Chemical Works and associated brewery and ancillary structures were established on the site in 1878. Historic maps depict the evolving pattern of the buildings over the next 70 years, recording their various modifications and alterations, until the closure of the brewery and chemical works in the mid-20th century. This led to major changes on the site with some buildings demolished and others converted, initially as warehousing and latterly as garages and workshops, a number still occupied in 2005.



The Medieval Evidence Settlement-related activity at 45-53 West Street appears to have been all but abandoned in the post-Roman period and the limited medieval evidence suggests this situation continued until the 12th and 13th centuries. At this time, an extensive relict soil was brought back into agricultural use, pottery sherds probably incorporated during manuring, and two pits were opened and filled. Residual sherds of later medieval pottery spanning the 13th to 16th centuries indicated activity continued throughout the period, but focused some distance from Nos 45-53. This medieval activity appeared to be a continuation of that recorded at MMI, where evidence for occupation spanned the 12th to 15th centuries overall, but was largely confined to extensive pit-cutting within successive fields or enclosures established over the period. Whilst a few possible tenement boundaries and earthfast structures were identified, no medieval buildings were recorded. This suggested that West Street was sited on the periphery of the medieval village/town and largely remained open ground for much of the period with only piecemeal development along its length. The Post-medieval Evidence A very few residual finds, including two fragments from a mid-17th century plain-bellied soda glass tankard, suggest that 45-53 West Street remained in agricultural use during the 16th and 17th centuries, as did the adjacent MMI premises where a pond and stone-lined well/cistern were constructed and further pit-cutting activity carried out. The 18th century saw little change at Nos 4553, save for the opening of a cesspit that yielded a significant pottery assemblage (Figs. 9-11) and other artefacts and a linear trench of indeterminate function. These features probably were associated with the operations of a mixed arable and pastoral farmstead established at MMI, where the erection of domestic buildings and animal and storage structures heralded the first development on this part of West Street. This, and the cessation of the long-lived tradition of pitcutting at MMI, indicated a distinct change from marginal activity on West Street to more formalised occupation, as an inclusive part of the post-medieval settlement.
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The Modern Evidence The increasing and rapid urbanisation of Bedminster during the early modern period was
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